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Purpose : learning, and imagining a “Green” Basel 4

= Learn about the Basel 3 ratio on the basis of a real example
= Screen through the various possible entry points for « greening » Basel 3: ie, to use the

prudential framework as a catalyst to channel bank finance towards the energy transition (in red).
= We will focus on the « credit risk » component of the Basel 3 ratio and imagine that « green

finance » could be « de- risked » in the assets risk weighting regulatory framework. This way
banks would be incentivized to do more green finance.

= At this stage we are merely envisaging how it could work, not discussing the merits.

= A « Green » Basel 4 would require a definition of « green finance »: eg, evidence of a zero or
negative carbon footprint (nb: carbon footprint can be computed for projects, companies, things,
people,...). Banks could compute an internal « green rating » for green finance.Such rating
would not rate credit risk, but the « transitional quality » of the green financing at stake. It would
be based on the carbon footprint and come on top of the current internal or external rating used in
the credit risk prudential framework.

= We are not calling it a « green factor » so as not to confuse this with the current « green
supporting factor » proposal from the FrenchBanking Federation.
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Un-weighting (or de-risking) with a green rating 

Current Basel	3 Credit	risk Risk Risk	Weight	 RWAssets
framework Exposure	M	€ Credit rating Basel	3 Bâle	3
XYZ	Corporation 300
External	 rating A 50% 150
Internal	rating 4 30% 90

GreenBasel	4	
framework

Credit risk	
exposure	M€

Risk	credit	
rating

Green
rating

Risk	Weight	
Basel	3	

Risk	Weight
Green	Rating

RWA	
Basel	3	
M€

RWA	Basel	4	
M€

XYZ	
Corporation 300
External	 rating A A 50% 20% 150 30
Internal	rating 4 A 30% 20% 90 18

Green	rating Multiplier	Weighting Unweighting/Basel	3

A 20% 80%
B 40% 60%
C	 60% 40%
D 80% 20%
E 90% 10%
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The Basel regulatory framework – scope and systemic risk

= Designed by the Bank for International Settlements. Implemented in Europe via the ECB then
transposed in domestic laws. A bank whose head office in the Eurozone reports all of its
consolidated balance sheet under Basel 3, including for its non european assets.

= The Basel 3 framework was approved in Nov 2010. It was transposed into European Law in
Directive 2013/36/EU (CRD 4) and Regulation EU 575 of 26 June 2013 (CRR) which together are
know as CRD IV.The requirements are phased in over 5 years to 1 Jan 2019 transitioning from
« phased in « to « fully loaded » ratios.

= This new regulatory framework had the following main impacts :
= Strengthened solvency ratio
= Introduction of a leverage ratio
= Liquiditymanagement
= And the introduction of the new banking resolution scheme, whichwe won’t discuss here.

= The Basel framework was conceived initially as a prudential framework to avoid systemic risk.
No single bank is so weak as to endanger the whole banking system. Systemic risk occurs in
banking because banks lend a lot to each other.

= Interbank lending seems rather limited at BNPP group level:
= Loans to banks are 43 bn and borrowings from banks are 84 bn out of a total of 1994 bn bs (book value).
= Banks may nowadays be lending more to non-bank actors:

= BNPP Group credit risk exposure to Central gvts and banks is 308 bn.
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Understanding the solvency concept

= Solvency regulation frameworks (Mc Donoughn then Cooke, then Basel 1 and 2 frameworks)
appeared in the early 1980s. The end of the Bretton Woods fixed exchange rate system, and the
subsequent financial deregulation created a new wave of instability in banking. Trading rooms
and capital market activities appeared within banks where they created and sold hedging
products to their customers: first on fx, then on commodities, then on credit risk. A « derivative »
is a bet on the future price of a product or currency or credit.

= The solvency ratios required banks to keep a certain amount of equity for every euro of credit
granted to customers (more precisely, for each euro of exposure to risk). The idea was to oblige
banks to have enough equity to withstand losses, so that no single bank failure would threaten
the whole banking system.

= The exposure to risk is computed by weighting assets (say credits) by a risk weight factor: an
AAA credit rating means a 0,01% risk weight, and so on (see next slide)

= Since not all counterparts have an external rating (eg retail loans are not rated), banks are
allowed to used internal rating models, based on history of default, to compute RWAs.

= There are other risks than credit risks in the solvency (or capital) ratio, as we shall see: market
risk for capital markets activity, and operational risks, among others.
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Internal and external ratings and expected default probability 
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Internal and external ratings and expected default probability 
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Securitization

= After 1990, banks started to securitize credit. They sold credits to SPVs which were not banks
and therefore not subject to solvency ratios. Those SPVs purchased loans from banks by issuing
securities mainly on money markets (short term money looking for yield in a low interest rate
environnement).

= The banks business model evolved towards « originate and distribute »: structure a credit and
sell it to the non-banking (also called « shadow banking ») sector. Banks only keep on their
balance sheets the credits whose risks do not require more equity than they desire to allocate,
given their earnings on the credit and the Basel capital requirements. This is the RAROC concept
(Risk Adjusted Return OnCapital)
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BNPP Group – Basel 3 capital ratio as of end 2015

= Insurance subsidiaries (Cardif and others) are consolidated using the equity method in the
prudential scope: in this instance, some 183 bn € are substracted from book value for capital ratio
calculations: insurance companies are subject to their own solvency regulations (Solvency II).

= Securitization vehicles are excluded from the prudential scope « if the securitization transaction
is deemed effective, that is, provided the credit risk is effectively transferred » from the bank to
the vehicle.

= Total (solvency) capital:
= Book value of equity 100 bn €
= Solvency capital 86 bn €
= Of which 70 bn € are Tier 1 (« hard equity », as opposed to Tier 2 capital made of
super subordinated or perpetual subordinated debt)



BNPP Group – Basel 3 capital ratio as of end 2015
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Capital ratio – Green transition

= One could imagine a « negative capital buffer « (eg -1% in the capital ratio
constraint) to reward a given bank’s active participation in the energy transition,
measured by a certain % of its lending activity dedicated to the transition.



Capital ratio and leverage ratio are quite different
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= A leverage ratio was introduced in CRD IV. The US banking regulation (also strengthened, with the
Volcker Rule and more recently the Dodd-Franck Act) is using leverage ratios rather than
solvency/capital ratio. It is a “complementary measure” and does not have a regulatory minimum.

= The difference is simple: the leverage ratio is computed on book values vs risk weighted assets.
= It does use a “prudential” balance sheet which is different from the book value mainly due to insurance

adjustements (insurance is deducted because regulated on a separate basis).



Risk weighted assets (in € bn)
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A.Credit	risk 449

B.Securitization	risk 13

C.Counterparty	credit	risk 29

D.Equity	risk 59

E.Market	risk 24

F.Operational	risk 60

Total	Capital	Ratio		Risk	Weighted	Assets 634
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Market exposure is highly derisked compared to credit 
exposure

= Market risks as measured by the Basel 3 methodology are quite small in view of their accounting book
value (and comparatively to credit risks).

Prudential	assets	(book	value	)	€ bn Risk	WeightedAssets	(€ bn)

Cash	and Central	Banks 135 Counterparty credit	risk 29
Financial	instruments	at	fair	value	through
profit	or	loss,	trading	book 596 Market	and	equity risk 82

Loans	to	customers	and	institutions 728 Credit	risk	+	banking	securitization	 463

Other 348 Operational	risk 60

Total	prudential	assets	(book	values) 1807 Total	risk	weightedassets 634
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A. Credit risk (RWAs = 449 bn €/634)

= Thats the main risk in the capital ratio as 70% of RWAs are related to creit risk exposure. The 449 bn rwas
relate to a 1512 € bn total exposure.

= Each credit exposure is weighted with either an Internal Based Rating Assessment approach (IRBA) or an
external rating (Standardised Approach). When there is no rating available (retail credits, non rated
corporates,...), IRBA is based on an assessment from within the Bank, Standardized approach on external
data (credit default statistics from other sources).

= The Exposure At Default (EAD) is the amount the bank may loose if the customer defaults: guarantees
received are deducted from the book value, and so on

= The EAD is multiplied by the risk weight associated with the rating (internal or external) and the Probability
of Default (PD) and that gives the Risk Weighted assets.



Credit risk details

Cash	and	due	from	central	
banks 135
Fixed	income	available	for	sale 126
Loans	to	banks 39
Loans	to	customers 689
Accrued	income	 103
Property 22
Guarantees	given	 398
Total	credit	exposure 1512
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From Exposure At Default to Risk Weight 
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Risk	weighted assets,	€ bn

Average		
Probability of	

default
PD Exposure

Avge
Risk Weight

RWAs
Risk

Weighted

Or	av.	rating At	Default	EAD RW Assets
IRBA	exposure

Central banks	and	governements 0,11% 272 2% 4

Corporates 5,85% 344 47% 163
Institutions 1,17% 59 17% 10
Retail 7,28% 237 22% 51
Of	which	mortgage 3,80% 141 14% 20

StandardApproach

Central banks	and	governements AA 36 nd 5

Corporates nd 104 nd 95

Institutions BBB+ 16 nd 6

Retail nd 128 nd 75

Of	which	mortgage nd nd
Other nd 201 nd 40

Total	credit	risk 1398 449

= Out of a total of € 449 bn of
credit risk RWAs, 57% are
corporate exposures and
28% are retail exposures.

= If we consider the ratio of
RWAs to EAD, ie how much
risk remains in the capital
ratio compared to the initial
exposure, we see that the
IRBA approach takes away
more risk than the standard
approach (53% for
corporate exposure and
78% for retail for the IRBA
approach, versus 9% of
corporate and 42% of retail
for the standard approach).



Greening credit risk

= In terms of « greening » the capital ratio, as far as credit risk is concerned :

= Green credits should be labeled: by general or specialiszed credit rating agencies, or via internal
bank models, based on carbon equivalent Green House Gases footprint (GHG emitted – GHG
saved, several methodologies are well developed.

= Labeling would deliver an estimate of the « transition contribution level » on a scale, eg from A te E
= This rating would come, for green credits only, on top of existing Basel 3 credit risk metholodgies. It
would permit a relative alleviation of the Basel 3 capital charge, and incentivize banks into getting
increased credit exposure to green finance.
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Green	rating
Multiplier	
Weighting Unweighting/Basel	3

A 20% 80%
B 40% 60%
C	 60% 40%
D 80% 20%
E 90% 10%



Huge impact of guarantees ( and other credit risk mitigation 
techniques ) on reducing corporate credit risk exposure
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The main credit risk mitigation  instruments are third party guarantees, collaterals and Credit Default Swaps 
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Green credit risk mitigation techniques

= The development of specific green finance mitigation tools could be a powerful help for banks
to derisk their green credit exposure. Possible instruments are:

= State guarantees , possibly via specific Guarantee funds (provided the guarantees are
effectively funded)

= The development of Green Credit Default Swaps (« Green CDSs ») with the State as an
initial counterpart, then developing into a private trading market with private counterparts
also active

= The acceptance of specific collateral for green credits, such as Carbon Reduction
Certificates as proposed by France Stratégie (http://www.strategie.gouv.fr/publications/une-
proposition-financer-linvestissement-bas-carbone-europe) (Aglietta, Espagne, Perissin-
Fabert).
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B.Banking Book securitization risk ( RWAs = 13 bn €/634)

= Banks are structuring (originators and sponsors) and lending to securitization vehicles (SPVs). They may
also hold position in seuritization vehicles for trading purposes. The first activity is recorded under this
item, the second actvity under market risk (see E below).When they hold equity position in SPVS they are
recorded in equity (see D below).

= Securitization vehicles are excluded from the prudential scope « if the securitization transaction is deemed
effective, that is, provided the credit risk is effectively transferred » from the bank to the vehicle. This
means that if a securitized credit defaults, the loss is for the securitization vehicle and not for the Bank.

= Banks grant liquidity guarantees to securitization SPVs to enable certain investors in SPVs (money market
investors purchasing debt securities) to get an AAA rating.

= RWAs are roughly half the exposure at default for this asset class
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C. Counterparty credit risk (RWAs 29 bn€/634)

= Counterparty credit risk is the risk that a trading (vs lending) operation incurs losses not because of mrket
price movements, but because the counterpart defaults or is unable to deliver on its commitments.
Counterparts include clearing houses.

= Those exposures are nearly totally (99%) internally rated (IRBA), with a methodology closer to market risk
(see E below) than credit risk. 75% of the exposure (€ 88 bn) are on derivative products, and mostly on
coporate counterparts.

EAD
Exposure At	
Default

Risk	Weighted
Assets

Counterparty credit	risk,	IRBA

Central	banks	and	governments 22 4

Corporates 64 17
Institutions 30 5
Retail 0 0

0 0
Other
Total	IRBA 117 26

RWAs	on	this	asset	class	are(€ bn) :	
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D. Equity risk (RWAs € 58 bn/634)

= The equity trading book is the single most important component of the trading book as a whole.

= Since stocks may also be green-labeled, one could propose that green stocks receive an additional de
risk in a Basel 4 equity risk approach. .
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E. Market  risk (RWAs € 24 bn/634)

= Market risks relates to the trading book of Corporate and Investment Banking activities :
Fixed Income, Equities, Derivatives products. It reflects the risk of change in interest and
exchange rated, stock market valuations, commodity markets, credit spreads, volatility and
correlation between markets.

= Most market risks are measured using the Value at Risk methodology. The VaR measures
the global potential loss on a given portfolio, at a given time horizon, with a given confidence
interval (usually 99%). The VaR does not measure the maximum potential loss, particularly
in case of abnormal (from an historical standpoint) market conditions.
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Market risk methology based on internal models

= Most market risks are weighted using an internal model and the Value at Risk technique.

= Commodity markets are likely to be affected by climate change. Increases in prices and
volatilty may benefit some, but not all players. One could imagine a « VAR reward » for
selected counter-cyclical market products that would be designed to ease market tensions
(price and/or volatility) on certain commodities. Such products could be designed by
regulators, with state counterparts, or directly between private market players.
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F. Operational risk (€ 60 bn/634) dominated by the risk of 
fraud

= It is mostly measured using the Advanced Management Approach consisting in allocating an appropriate
amount of risk weighted assets to face estimated futrue losses on the following risks :



Physical, transition and liability risks linked to climate 
change are not accounted for
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= The only mention of climate related risk we could find in the 166 pages of Section 5 “Risk and Capital
Adequacy- Pillar 3” of the BNPP 2015 Registration Document is the following, under the “Emerging
Risks” heading. We must admit not to have reviewed the 374 remaining pages of the document.

= One could imagine that banks be encouraged to measure these 3 kinds of risks as soon as
possible. Being aware of the threat that climate change poses to them is probably the strongest
incentive for them to start financing massively the transition to a low carbon economy.

= A transition which is also an opportunity to fight secular stagnation and to stabilize the
macroeconomic environment, given in particular the maturity issues:



Maturity issues: less than 20% of banks assets over 5 years.
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